Equine Celebration and Phoenix Memorial Diamond prices

**Canary** (Light Yellow) Brilliant Cut 58 facets Round  
Base rate £6,500 per carat : *Min order 0.5ct or 2x 0.33ct or 3x 0.25ct

- 0.5ct = £3,250 50% deposit = £1,625 then balance based on delivered weight
- 0.75 = £4,875 50% deposit = £2,437 then balance
- 1.00 = £6,500 50% deposit = £3,250 then balance
- 1.25 = £8,125 50% deposit = £4,062 then balance
- 1.50 = £9,750 50% deposit = £4,875 then balance

Above 1.5ct please seek firm quote (subject to item 6, cutting tolerances)

**Free-Range Blue/White** (coming out mostly sky or powder blue) Brilliant Cut  
Base rate £10,950 per carat : *Min order as above

- 0.5ct = £5,475 50% deposit = £2,737 then balance on actual weight delivered
- 0.75 = £8,212 50% deposit = £4,106 then balance
- 1.00 = £10,950 50% deposit = £5,475 then balance
- 1.25 = £13,687 50% deposit = £6,843 then balance

Above 1.5ct please ask

**White diamonds** (with a very slight blue hue) Brilliant Cut  
Base rate £12,500 per carat : *Min order as above

- 0.50ct = £6,250 50% deposit = £3,125 then balance on actual weight delivered
- 0.75 = £9,375 50% deposit = £4,687 then balance
- 1.00 = £12,500 50% deposit = £6,250 then balance
- 1.25 = £15,625 50% deposit = £7,812 then balance
- 1.50 = £18,750 50% deposit = £9,375 then balance

Above 1.5ct please ask

**Free-Range Pink Diamonds** (coming out light pink – see heart pendant)  
Base rate £14,500 per carat : *Min order as above

- 0.5 ct = £7,250 50% deposit = £3,650 then balance on actual weight delivered
- 0.75 = £10,875 50% deposit = £5,437 then balance
- 1.00 = £14,500 50% deposit = £7,250 then balance
- 1.25 = £18,125 50% deposit = £9,062 then balance
- 1.50 = £21,750 50% deposit = £10,875 then balance

Above 1.5ct please enquire for a firm quote.

Some points to think about when considering 'Memorial' and 'Celebration' Diamonds......

Currently, there are only 4 “MD' lab's in the world. We are the only UK based British company, 'others' are Russian, US and Swiss.

'Others' may offer a price based on a 'range' of say 0.5-0.59? So are you paying for 0.5 or 0.59?. We charge for exactly what is delivered based on our cutting tolerance of +/-5 points over or under what is ordered with the price adjusted accordingly when the balance is due, you pay for exactly what is delivered.

We make Canary comparable with 'LifeGems'– which is light yellow. Not Cognac – which is orangey brown. We make Blue/White like the Swiss. These are natural colours NOT irradiated to alter the shade. We also make White diamonds which are slightly blue as hair and ashes are not a pure based carbon – the colour stems from your donated material.

We also make Pink diamonds – BUT – they are very very difficult to make, consequently cost a lot more. Pink diamonds in nature are much rarer and much more expensive than common white cherry-picked diamonds mined in the earth.

Production takes time, it cannot be done in a few days. Also, we cannot make diamonds from DNA or a strand of hair – it is absolutely impossible (so beware of those who say they can).

90% of the worlds diamonds are cut round with 58 facets called 'Brilliant' – for a good reason, a scientific design to make the diamonds scintillate (sparkle).

Buy the biggest diamond from your budget. Our diamonds are REAL and will last forever.
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